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Stores remove porn
after pastor’s letter
By BOB CORRELL
Montana Kalinin Reporter

Two Missoula service stations
briefly cleared their shelves of
allegedly pornographic materials
this week after city police, Spurred by
a letter written by a local minister, re
quested removal o f the materials.

SOME FINE FIDDLIN’ was heard on campus yesterday but by the looks of this
fiddler’s empty fiddle case he did not get the kind of support he was looking
for. (Montana Photo by Bob VonDrachek.)

James says memo
wasn’t gag order
HELENA (AP) — A controversial
Jan. 6 memo urging the Montana
University System to unite behind
the Board of Regents' budget
proposal was not meant as a gag
order, regents chairman Ted James
said Wednesday.
“ Nobody could shut a university
professor up," James said.
The memo has triggered a greater
reaction than anything else he has
done as a regent, he said.
He called the memo "an attempt —
and probably poorly worded, in
retrospect — to convice the
presidents, students, faculty and
regents to stand behind the regents’
budget request.”
The memo was sent to presidents
of the system’s six campuses. It
called for “ a posture of complete

Term paper
bill loses
HELENA — The Montana
House of Representatives
o ve rw he lm ing ly
rejected
yesterday a bill that would
have banned the sale of
professional research papers
to students.
By a 74-12 margin, the
H ouse
a d o p te d
th e
re c o m m e n d a tio n o f its
education committee that the
bill be killed. The bill was spon
sored by Rep. J. D. Lynch, DButte, at the urging of Irving
Dayton, a Deputy Com
m is s io n e r
of
H ig h e r
Education.
Rep. Ann Mary Dussault. DMissoula, and chairman of the
education, committee which
earlier this week voted 9-6 to
reject the bill, said a majority of
the committee members felt
the bill would be difficult to im
plement and enforce.
She said that the res
ponsibility not to use profes
sional research papers for
academic credit should stay
with students.

unity" on the regents' budget
proposal to the legislature.
i t ' said the regents would not
“ tolerate" even tacit support by cam
pus officials of legislators’ attacks on
the budget or staff proposed for the
commissioner of higher education.
“ I cannot emphasize that strongly
enough," James wrote.
“ It is important that you, as
presidents, adopt this posture of
unity, but even more important that
you make it clear to administrators,
faculty and otherson your campuses
that this is the expectation of the
regents,” the memo said.
James said Wednesday the budget
request was made after six to eight
months of work on individual cam
puses and in Commissioner of
Higher Education Lawrence Pettit's
office, before the regents approved it
last October.
“ I took the position that any objec
tions should have been brought up
six o r eight months ago, not here," he
said.
The regents are asking $174.5
million for the next two years. The
governor’s office has proposed
$146.4 million and the legislative fis
cal analyst has proposed $132.4
million.

The materials, which consisted of
a number of sex-oriented magazines,
were replaced late yesterday after
they were placed in opague “ jackets
to conceal them from minors."
The stations involved were the
SuperAmerica stations located on
Brooks St. and on Orange St.
Both came under heavy criticism
in a letter sent Monday by Rev.
William Kliber, pastor of the First
United Methodist Church. Kliber’s
letter stated that the stations were
selling books and magazines that
were “just plain smutty and dirty.”
The letter also charged that the
materials were displayed openly at
“child level."
H o w e v e r, In an in te r v ie w
yesterday, Kliber said he does not
object to “magazines such as

Playboy. "H e said Playboy "is not in
the same class” as some o f the
magazines found at SuperAmerica.
Kliber sent copies o f the letter to
Missoula County Sheriff John Moe,
Missoula Chief of Police Sabe Pfau,
Missoula County Attorney Robert
Deschamps, the Missoula Chamber
of Commerce and other officials and
organizations.
Deschamps said Thursday that
police officer Gary Allen was sent to
the stations Wednesday to determine
if action should be taken.
Deschamps said that Allen, after
consultation with the County At
torney's office, asked the stations to
voluntarily remove the materials
from their shelves.
Deschamps ‘Flabbergasted’
D e s c h a m p s sa id
he w as
"flabbergasted” when Allen des
cribed to him the materials on sale.
“ I didn’t think anything like that
was being sold in SuperAmerica or
any other public place,” he said.
However, Deschamps said that
once SuperAmerica removed the
materials from
public display,

covered them in some manner or
“ moved them into a back room” he
could no longer take action, under
the 1974 Montana pornography law.
Late yesterday, Dennis Greany,
manager of the SuperAmerica sta
tion on Orange Street said that the
materials were being put back on the
shelves at both stations. However,
he said, the magazines are now in
"opaque sleeves,” in compliance
with the state pornography laws.
Kliber said he has initiated plans
fo r
s ta te -w id e
b o y c o tt
of
SuperAmerica stations, despite the
fact that the materials in question are
now covered.
He said the boycott would involve
members of his church and local
religious associations and would
branch out to include churches and
-ch u rch -re la te d
o rg a n iz a tio n s
throughout the state.
Kliber said he was organizing the
boycott despite SuperAmerica’s ac
tion because he felt that merely
covering the magazines was not
acceptable. He said he hoped to
force SuperAmerica to become a
family-oriented business.

Bill to set age of majority at 19
sparks little interest in youths
-subject to voter approval in 1978,
said that this was an indication that
drinking is “the primary right that
interests students.”
HELENA — Testimony on a b ill to
. Stephanie Cannon of Helena,
raise the legal age o f adulthood to 19
representing the Montana Youth
was heard by the House Judiciary
Lobby, said the lobby did not know of
Committee yesterday, but the hear
yesterday's
hearing
until
late
ing attracted far less interest among
high school students than did a Wednesday. “Drinking is not our ma
sim ilar hearing on a b ill raising the jo r priority," she said.
legal drinking age to 19.
Mae Nan Ellingson, the chief lob
The drinking bill attracted an
byist forthe Montana Student Lobby,
overflow crowd of more than 50
pointed out that Teague said he did
students a few weeks ago, but yester
not know about yesterday’s hearing
until Wednesday either.
day there were but two students to
te s tify aga in st a m ore co m 
Teague, who is a Billings high
prehensive bill. No action was taken
school teacher, supported his bill by
at yesterday’s hearing.
saying that an 18-year-old “ is not
Rep. Wes Teague, D-Billings, and . able, fully, to assume adult rights."
sponsor of House Bill 559, which
Teague said there were excep
would raise the age of majority to 19 tions, but he added "as a whole, we
for everything but the right to vote,
are doing 18-year-olds an injustice
By BRYAN ABAS

Montana Kaimln Legislative Reporter

by saying 'you’re an adult’ when
they're not."
“You can be an adult all of yo ur life,
what’s the hurry?” Teague asked.
Ellingson said "there is not one
scintilla of evidence” that 18-yearolds have abused their rights.
“ These people are adults. They live
in an adult world, and they have adult
responsibilities,” she added.
Cannon said that by leaving 18year-olds the right to vote, the bill
“ implies the right to vote is less im
portant than other rights.” She also
pointed out that Teague did not offer
any evidence that 18-year-olds were
abusing their rights.
The Judiciary Committee passed a
bill raising the drinking age 13-4 a
few weeks ago, but did not take any
action on Teague's bill yesterday.

Judiciary Com m ittee considers bill
that would end court regulation o f bar
By GORDON DILLOW
Montana Kaimln Lagislathra Reporter

HELENA — The House Judiciary
Committee heard testimony yester
day on a bill to remove by
constitutional amendment the Mon
tana Supreme Court's authority to
set standards for admission to the
Montana Bar Association (MBA).
The 1972 Constitution gave the
Supreme Court that authority, and
the court has since ruled that only
graduates of accredited law schools
be allowed to take the bar exam.
The bill, HB 567, in troduced by

Rep. Herb Huennekens, D-Billings,
w o u ld
put
th e
p ro p o s e d
constitutional amendment on the
ballot in the November, 1978 elec
tion.
If approved by the voters, the
amendment would give back to the
legislature the authority to set stan
dards for admission to the MBA. That
would mean that anyone could take
the bar exam, regardless o f whether
he had attended an accredited law
school,
unless the legislature
specified otherwise.
Graduates of the University of
Montana law school are not now

affected by tne Supreme Court's re
quirement, since they may practice
law in Montana without taking the
bar exam.
Graduates of law schools that are
in other states must pass the exam to
practice law in Montana.
The UM law school is experiencing
accreditation problems with the
American Bar Association, however,
and could lose its accreditation if im
provements are not made. If that
happens, the Supreme Court would
have to decide whether o r not to con
tinue letting graduates of the UM law
school practice law without taking

the bar exam. If not, the law school
graduates would not, under the
current rule, be allowed to take the
Montana bar exam, since they would
not be graduates of an accredited
law school.
During the committee hearing
yesterday, Huennekens, a retired
meterologist and the son of a lawyer,
said that the purpose of his b ill was to
allow anyone who had "the guts and
the drive" to study law through
correspondence schools to take the
bar exam.
Huennekens told the committee
• Coni, on p. 8.

Forget
Ft. Missoula
Site
Everyone involved with the proposed
Missoula halfway house is going to
come out a loser.
The original proposal was to locate a
home inside the city limits so that
parolees coming out of prison could
have a place to stay while adjusting to
the "outside." At first, it was felt essen
tial that the house be part of the com
munity, within close proximity to
businesses that might hire the parolees
and near to the University of Montana
and the vo-tech center.
But more than a year has passed and
the halfway house — and the concept
of rehabilitation inherent within it —
has been pushed out of the city center
and into two wooden frame duplexes at
Ft. Missoula.
The original proposal, a good one,
has been compromised into two huts in
th e c o u n ty ’ s s a g e b ru s h by
neighborhood fears, misinformation,
distortions, property devaluation fears
and insensitive handling by the Mon
tana Department of Institutions.
When the Department of Institutions
proposed three possible city locations
for the house (W. Spruce St., W.
Broadway and South Ave.) there were
panicky screams of child .molesting,
burglaries and rapes.
The Department of Institutions’ man
in Missoula, Ralph Fisher, did a
commendable job in scheduling public
hearings. He also tried to explain the
make-up of the house, that is:
• parolees are volunteers who would
be released from prison whether they
came to the house or not.
• these volunteers are non-violent,
non-drug abusing felons.
• counselors are in the house 24
hours a day.
• parolees have the opportunity for
education at UM or the vo-tech.
• parolees are given some help in fin
ding jobs.
Yet, it seems unreasonable to tell a
neighborhood of widows and retirees
that ex-cons are going to be their
neighbors and expect to get their sup
port just because it is a "worthy” pro
ject.
The department should have ex
plained that, In the long run, retribution
is now more expensive than
rehabilitation. They should have ex
plained that the security and help of a
halfway house reduces the repeatoffenses that happen when parolees
are dumped, broke and jobless, on a
city that neither trusts them nor
understands them.
The economic benefits of re
habilitation versus retribution should
have been especially stressed to those
most frightened of the proposal —
senior citizens. Reducing repeatoffenses and taxes would, it seems,
appeal most to senior citizens — one of
the poorest and certainly one of the
most defenseless classes.
Rather, the D epartm ent of
Institutions dumped their hard facts
and mysterious proposal in the laps of
neighborhood fears and expected no
opposition.
This left the way open for deliberate
distortion by homeowners who feared
massive property devaluation. Their
charges that little Catholic girls would
be raped if the house was located on
Spruce St. (across from Loyola Sacred
Heart High School) was enough to

opinion
convince neighborhood residents that
the proposal ought to be driven i nto the
sea — after all, proponents of the house
gave them no reason why they should
support the proposal other than vague,
knee-jerk platitudes about civic duty.
So, because the Department of
Institutions neglected to build-up
neighborhood support for the project,
the halfway house will end up in the
wilds of Ft. Missoula (unless the Army,
too, vetoes the idea).
The department should just forget
about putting the halfway house at Ft.
Missoula. The whole concept behind
the original proposal was that the
house, with the help of the community,
could help bring the parolee gently
back into "civilization.” The only
civilization at Ft. Missoula is rabbit
hutches. The parolees will have to be
bussed to school or work and the
nearest recreation is four or five miles
away.
By placing the house at Ft. Missoula
instead of starting all over at the
neighborhood level, the Department of
Institutions seems to be admitting that
rehabilitation will not work. The only
difference between staying at Ft. Mis
soula and Deer Lodge is that one has to
walk miles through sagebrush to es
cape rather than climb a wall.
Bill McKeown

Kaimin Myopic
Editor It Is commendable that you publish an
election section dealing with the candidates'
views on issues of concern to the university
community. It is unfortunate, however, that
you choose to present those views in a
careless and over-simplified fashion, since
that negates the essential function o f the press
in the political process — to inform.
Aside from the obvious lack of care
manifested by your listing the Republican can
didates for alderman as running from the
wrong wards, I was disappointed by your
thinking fit to summarize my five-minute res
ponse to your question ajjout the parking
problem with “ if that loses me the student vote,
that’s tough." Whether I actually said those
words or not is less significant than the fact
that you chose to use the obviously lim ited
space at your disposal to insert a prejudicial
“ tidbit", rather than to present substantive
views. To set the record straight on just that
one point: I am not indifferent to the university
parking problem as it currently exists, but I do
believe that students, who are for the most part
young and vigorous, and passionately
concerned with pollution and the en
vironment, have a responsibility and an op
portunity to lead the way in conservation by
driving less often. I believe that imaginative
transportation alternatives such as the bus
system and bikeways, as well as good old
honest walking, are the answer to the parking
problem — not making the university area an
asphalt desert full of parked cars. And I am far
from insensitive to student interests, and far
from indifferent to "the student vote,” as you
know; I only regret that you saw fit to exclude
from your article any reference to my dis
cussion of the place of students in the com
munity life and the political life of our town.
I can't speak for other candidates, of course,
but for myself I am shocked by the quality of
your reporting. Unfortunately, the insensitivity
to subtle distinctions, and the lack of attention
to detail which your article reflect, are
maladies which tragically infect our public life
at present. We will get nowhere, as a
university, as a community, and as a nation,
until we learn to think again. To revitalize that
habit is one of my basic concerns.
William Boggs
Democrat for City
Council, Ward 3

Sovereign Warheads
Editor in the name of looking “at the issue in a
rational, unemotional light” your corres
pondent of Feb. 1 propounds the doctrine
“ every nation on earth has the right to defend
its way of life.” Your correspondent has dis
covered the new, I w ill not say brilliant, truth
that nations are bearers of rights, not to men
tion so much living and breathing creatures to

Quiet Fire Rtrty

letters------sport ways of life. Philosophers have hitherto
divided on the question of whether adult
human beings can be said, to have rights. But,
out o f the mouth of a budding botanist comes
the doctrine of national rights. Not, as the
young scientist says, a “ moralistic o r humanis
tic" view. A Nationalistic view, perhaps? A
"rational, unemotional" nationalism, no doubt.
Using “ rational, unemotional" in its emotive
meaning, of course. Master Skipper's rhetoric
is fam iliar from the late war in which we were
assured we had to kill the Vietnamese in order
to save them. Now that we know the nation has
rights and a way of life it is perfectly clear that
we may be obliged to sacrifice the U.S.
population to defend the nation's rights and
protect its way of life.
Bryan Black
assistant professor, philosophy

Spotted Ass
Editor: Doesn’t the Montana Legislature have
anything better to do than pass a resolution
recognizing the spotted ass? Besides, the
people of Montana recognized the spotted ass
a long tim e ago when they elected their
current governor.
Brad Stone
senior, political science

Conservation Hints
Editor: I’m glad to see more hats and caps on
campus. I admire people who can walk around
in zero weather saying, "I never wear a hat,"
but sometimes these same stalwarts are the
ones who say, "I can’t keep my thermostat at
65. I'll catch pneumonia and it will be President
Carter’s fault.”
My husband and I are practicing the 65
degree bit in our house and we’ve decided you
can live at 65 without suffering but you have to
change some of your ways.
You have to dress warmer, of course. Out
with ladies nylon panties, nylong stockings,
garter belts, flimsy blouses. You need heavy
knits. I myself like cotton next to my skin and
wool on top of the cotton. I wear a cotton
turtleneck T-shirt, a pullover sweater and if
necessary, a coat sweater. I wear old English
“ snuggies," heavy slacks, knit socks and laceup shoes. Call them hiking boots if you wish.
My husband wears a cotton T-shirt, a longsleeved overshirt and a coat sweater.
Besides dressing warmly, we get some kind
of exercise every day — either walking
downtown, swimming or hiking in the hills.
Even jogging in place or running up and down
stairs warms your blood. The main thing is not
to just sit and read or watch TV. i wash clothes
in the bathtub, for instance. Good for the
plumbing and good for my muscles.
We try to eat three balanced meals a day so
we have fuel to burn in our engines.
Next — how about a little laughing around
the house? When we lived in South America

and didn’t have TV, it was the responsibility of
everyone, in the house to add to the at
mosphere. Guests had to produce a "story to
dine out on.”
Last — don’t forget hollering. We have to
holler until the energy situation gets on the
right track. Let's not sit and “ be done to ” like
placid sheep.
Kim Williams
instructor, Center for Continuing Education

Vote Chinske
Editor Among the candidates fo r the Ward
One alderman position is Cass Chinske. I
believe he deserves the consideration of cam
pus residents for the follow ing reasons; Cass
favors protective zoning of the area with
ordinances that are consistently applied and
not subject to “ variances” that favor projects at
odds with the neighborhood character of
precincts in the ward. He w ill support changes
in the leash laws which provide for humane
treatment of both animal AND owner. Cass
has and will continue to be an effective ad
vocate for areas such as Greenough Park. He
favors the utilization of the mass transit system
to serve needed areas such as the campus and
surrounding neighborhoods where students
and senior citizens with special transportation
needs live. Cass is an activist and he applies
his energies to enhance our neighborhood.
Ward One is unique in its geographic boun
daries and citizens. Cass Chinske can effec
tively represent that uniqueness.
Mike Jakupcak
assistant professor, education
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Missoula hosts economy workshop
Six workshops will be held across
Montana next week in connection
with Gov. Thomas Judge’s “ Public
Forum on the Future of Montana’s
Economy."
One of the workshops isscheduled
for Missoula. It will be held at 7:30
p.m. Feb. 10 in the City Council
Chambers.
According to Dick Colburg, former
state senator from Missoula, the
workshops are designed to stimulate
interest in the governor’s forums in
Helena Feb. 18 and 19. Colburg has
been helping to organize the
workshops.
He said that the purpose of the
forum is for Montanans to discuss
KICK HAVE OH.CMON,BRENDA,
TOUWORKEDUP YWPONjmiYEXTHSWEEK'S PECTHZTOHANDLE
THATPAGE^

{ GOSSIPFOR.

technology and energy-related is
sues in terms of the future of the state
and its economy.
The conference, to be held in the
Helena Civic Center Ballroom, will
feature two internationally-known
s p e a k e rs .
They
a re
E rn s t
Schumacher, author of Small is
Beautiful: Economics as if People
Mattered, and Malcolm Forbes,
publisher of Forbes Magazine.
Schumacher, formerly economic
advisor to the National Coal Board of
Great Britain, advocates small-scale
rather than large-scale production.
He has written that modern society
has created super-technology that

r CERTAINLYDO! US1EN,RICK.,
THISMAGAZINEONLY$
ONENEED, AND THATSENTER
TAINMENT!WEPONTMAKEJ
CLAIMSTOPROVIDEANY-4
THINGELSE

eliminates human production and
disrupts nature.
Forbes, who owns a ranch in Mon
tana, is expected to represent the
views of American business regard
ing development of the state’s
resources.
The conference will be open to the
public and free of charge. The
audience w ill be invited to participate
in all d iscussion s, w ith the
conference’s success depending on
citizen involvement, Colburg said.
In relation to the conference, six
Montanans have been asked by the
governor's office to write essays on
the state’s economic future.

NOONEMADEYOUTAKE ALL
THISJOB,SOM lGAN RIGHT, ALL
JUSTSTOPBEINGSO RIGHT...
DAMNCONDESCENDINGi
NOW,I WANTTHOSE
ITEMSTODAY.OKAY?!

AND I
AMT THEM
JUICY.

■goings on
• Marine interviews, Friday,8a.m.,
UC Montana Rooms.
• Weyerhaeuser Go. interviews,
Friday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Room 148 of
the Lodge.
• Lecture: Noxious Plants — What
Should Be Done?, Friday, Noon, WC
215.
• Open House, Friday, 4-6 p.m.,
WRC.
• Delta Gamma retreat, Friday, 5
p.m., UC Montana Rooms.
• Cam pus C rusade m eeting,
Friday, 6:30 p.m,, UC Montana
Rooms.
• UM Advocates buffet, Friday,
6:30 p.m., Gold Oak East.
• Career planning
workshop,
Friday, 7 p.m., UC Montana Rooms.
• IFCF square dance, Friday, 7-10

I HEAR Ml|
YOU, BRENDA- 1

p.m., WC gym.
• PC free film: The Man Who Shot
Liberty Valance, Friday, 8 p.m.,
Copper Commons.
• Career planning
workshop.
Saturday, 9 am., UC Montana
Rooms.
• Bitterroot wilderness ski trip,
Saturday, 8 a.m., north end of the
Field House.
• Visit to Deer Lodge State Prison,
Sunday, 1:30 p.m,, 538 University
Ave.
• Mendelssohn Club, Sunday, 8
p.m., University Theater.
• PC film: Missouri Breaks, Sun
day, 9 p.m., UC Ballroom.
• PC Film: Missouri Breaks, Mon
day, 9 p.m., UC Ballroom.

NEIGHBORHOOD

RICK!

SELF-DETERMINATION

KEVIN HUNT

democrat

for Ward 1 Alderman

I HADNO OH,SURE! ESPEIDEATHERE CtALLYWITHTHE |
WASSOMUCH ARTISTSATTHE
STROKING INAUGURAL
GOINGON! CONCERT!i

NOW,THISISMORE
UKEIT, RICK! THESE
J INAUGURALBUSARE
1 GREAT, JUSTGREAT!

ACTUAUY. HOMESTARSAND
POLITICIANSHABfMlYTURN\
INTOUNABASHEDGROUPIESIN |,
EACHOTHERSPRESENCE.^
7 REALLfSORTOF

"Overdevelopment of Ward One, is
evidence that some firms have had too
much influence in city government.
If elected, I will help put an end
to that Influence.”

WELL, ITH0U6HT
T THINK itS
YOUMIGHT. THAT'S
WONDERFUL! WHY I MOVED
I
ONtT.

FOR CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT,
VOTE FOR KEVIN HUNT, Feb. 8
ment paid for by Hunt for Alder

taign, Sara McClain, I

Be Wise!
see
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For Your
Estimate On Paint

CURRENTLY TH E R ESIDENCE HALLS O FFICE IS A C C E P TIN G
A PPLIC A TIO N S FOR S TU D E N T STAFF SUPERVISO RY P O S ITIO N S
D U R IN G TH E 1977-78 A C A D E M IC YEAR. A P PLIC A NTS M U S T BE
GRADUATE STU D ENTS, PREFERABLY W ITH RESID EN C E HALLS
EXPERIENCE, OR U N D ER G R A D U A TE S TU D E N TS W HO HAVE HAD
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE W O R K IN G IN A RESID EN C E HALL. TH E
A PPLIC A TIO N MAY BE O B TA IN ED A T TH E R ESID EN C E HALLS
OFFICE, ROOM 260, LO DG E B U ILD IN G . A P PLIC A NTS M U S T HAVE A
M IN IM U M 2.00 G.P.A., A N D AN IN TE R E ST IN RESID EN C E HALLS OR
S TU D E N T PERSONNEL W ORK. IN TERVIEW S W ILL BE HELD D U R 
IN G SPRING QUARTER A N D STAFF SELE CTIO N S W ILL BE MADE
PRIOR TO JULY 15,1977. Q U E STIO N S RELATIVE TO THESE P O S I
TIO N S SHOULD BE D IR ECTED TO TH E RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE.
A PPLIC A TIO N S SHOULD BE CO M PLETED AN D R ETURNED TO TH E
RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE BY MARCH 15.
The U niversity o f M ontana is com m itted to a program o f equal o p p o rtu n ity in fa cu lty and staff
recru itin g, em ploym ent and advancement, in student adm ission, em ploym ent and financial
assistance, w ith o u t regard to race, color, sex, o r national orig in .
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NOW! THE “CABARET” OF X-RATED FILMS . ..

By CLARE NICHOLS
Montana Kalinin Reporter

After 12 years of silence, Main
Hall’s Van Bergen carillon will
probably be heard once again on the
University of Montana campus.
UM President Richard Bowers said
Tuesday that $21,000 from private
sources has been donated to the
university to repair the 47-bell
instrument.
The carillon was paid fo r by UM
alumni and installed in 1953.
The 47 bronze bells range in
weight from 16 pounds to one ton.
Bowers said the carillon was last
played in 1965.
UM music students and faculty
members played the instrument
daily, he said, adding that he hoped

the bells would be played on a daily
basis in the future.
Bowers said that "just about
everything but the bells” are in need
of repair on the instrument.
The carillon's keyboard will be up
dated and the wire system and pad
ding will be replaced, he said.
Weather has damaged much o f the
instrument's system, Bowers said.
He said the repairing of the carillon
is a UM Foundation project.
The foundation was established in
1950 to d evelop e d u ca tio n a l
programs and activities on campus.
Sandy Mitchell, foundation ac
countant, said $10,000 was donated
to the university to repair the carillon
by William and Gary Gallagher of

Missoula. William Isa 1925graduate
of UM and Gary, William's son, is a
1954 UM graduate.
Mitchell said $10,000 was also
donated from the Oakley Coffee
Memorial Fund.
The remaining $1,000 came from a
carillon repair fund that was es
tablished several years ago, she said.
UM has reached agreement with
the I.T. Verdin Co. in Cincinnati,
Ohio, to fix the instrument, but no
contract has been signed yet.
Bowers anticipates no problem in
signing it.
The I. T. Verdin Co. is the only
company in the United States that
can repair carillons. Bowers said.
Bowers said work on the carillon
w ill begin ‘‘as soon as the weather
afloyvs.”

Natural food’s popularity sprouts

DEPMI/ED
DECADENT
DAIY1NED

A meal consisting of a sprout
sandwich, bean and bulgar casserole
and topped off with yogurt for
dessert may not be normal fare for
most Missoulians. but according to
the managers of three local stores
selling natural foods, such meals are
becoming more common every day.
The eating of natural foods, or, in
o th e r w o rd s , fo o d w it h o u t
preservatives and dyes and
sometimes grown without chemical
fertilizers and pesticides, is a popular
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Kitty

A Trans-Am erican Release

U M c a rillo n ’s 1 2 -y e a r s ile n c e to e n d

No One Under 18 Admitted

The Beautiful

OPEN 7:00 P.M.
“Madam Kitty" at
7:15 and 9:25

ROXY

543-7341
Proof of Age Required-Legal ID Only

ONE STEALS.
ONE KILLS.
ONE “DIES.

movement touching all age groups,
according to Bruce Ellsworth,
manager of The Good Food Store.
Ellsworth attributes the high
volume of natural foods he sells to
the theory that people are tired of
eating preservatives intead of food.
“ People are becoming more aware
of what they eat,” he said. "It’s a part
of the whole 'back-to-nature' thing.”
Ellsworth said that although his
store caters mostly to people
between the ages of 20 and 30, the

Hearing set in Hamilton
over contested power line
A public hearing has been
scheduled to consider a proposed
161 kilovolt transmission line from
Anaconda to Hamilton, according to
the state Department of Natural
Resources and Conservation.
The hearing, which will be held
Feb. 16at9a.m. in the Ravalli County
Courthouse, was called for by the
Board of Natural Resources.
The hearing will be held under
term s
o f th e A d m in is tra tiv e
Procedure Act, which provides for a
public hearing on contested cases.
On Dec. 31,1974, Montana Power
Co. applied fo r a certificate of en
vironmental com patibility and public
need lo r the proposed transmission
line.
Following an environmental im
pact study, the natural resources
department recommended that the
line not be built.
The recommendation was based
on problems of the route and con
sideration of public needs, ac-

cording to the department.
The proposed line would cut
through parts o f the Bitterroot, Deer
Lodge and Lolo National Forests.
In its application for construction,
Montana Power contended that the
line is needed because of increased
demands for electricity in the
Bitterroot Valley.
Electricity is now delivered to
valley customers by two 69 kilovolt
lines between Missoula and Darby.
The Board of Natural Resources
w ill make the final decision to ap
prove, modify or deny certification of
the 161 kilovolt line.
The board has named Dilion at
torney Carl Davis as hearing ex
aminer. Davis served as hearing ex
aminer during the board’s hearing
last year on Colstrip coal-fired
generating units 3 and 4.
Sworn testim ony will be taken at
the Hamilton hearing and persons
testifying will be subject to cross-ex
amination. .

number of teenagers and older
adults who shop there increases
weekly.
Lila Hoerner, manager of the
Health Food Shop, said that high
school students are the most curious
shoppers in her store. They want to
know exactly what natural foods are,
she said.
One of the five co-owners of Fred
dy's Feed and Read, who asked not
to be identified, said that even with
the store’s close proxim ity to cam
pus, it does not depend on the
university population to buy its
natural foods.
Students are not the only buyers of
foods without additives, she said.
Housewives are beginning to use
more whole grain flours, honey
instead of sugar, dried fruits and
nuts.
But Ellsworth said that without the
university, it would have been much
more difficult for him to establish
The Good Food Store. A lot o f his
customers are UM students, he said.
Ellsworth said that many of his
customers are natural food fanatics.
For example, he said, many who
shop at his store are associated with
Eastern religions with very tightly
structured diets. In their case, he
said, "they are what they eat, and in a
sense, food is a religion to therp."
According to the three managers,
natural foods are not only increasing
in popularity, but also in sales.
Ellsworth said that sales have
doubled in the past year. He said he
plans to move to a bigger building by
spring so that he can increase his
stock of bulk foods, which the store
specializes in.

NOW! OPEN TO D A Y A T 6:00 P.M.

B ordeau
C h erry
Ice C ream

Ifiqyte having sucha woo^iil crime.
it’s a shame to call the police!
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Sunday, Feb. 6
Monday, Feb. 7

9 p.m. UCB $1.00
ASUM Program C o un cil Presentation
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LAST TIMES TONIGHT

1 HAROLD & MAUDE

DICK VAN
EDWARD G. ROBiNSON

1
■
1
■

WALT DISNEY’S

1
■

Caballeros

1
|

In featurette form

OPEN 6:00 P.M.
“Three” at 6:15 and 8:40
“ Moment” at 7:00 - 9:25

519 S. Higgins

|

Showplace of Montana

W IL M A

Continuous Sat.-Sun. From 2 P.M. as Follows: "Moment” at 2:10-4:35-7:00-9:25;
"Caballeros” at 3:50-6:15-8:40
Gen. Adm. Only $2.00 13 Yrs. and Under $1.50

P.S. “The Three Caballeros”
is the headiest movie
since Disney’s Fantasia!

•
|
1
i
1
i
1
1

I
|

Maude’s a youthful eighty
and Harold’s nineteen and
they meet at a funeral,
which is where Harold
usually can be found when
he's not busy faking elabor
ate suicides to get his
mother's attention. Their
friendship blossoms into
romance as Maude turns
Harold on to love and the
joys of living; and mean
while, Hal Ashby’s movie
lampoons almost everything in a lively outrageous,
and irrepressible romp. For
everybody who has asked
to see it again and for those
of you who have yet to
catch it, here is the funniest
movie of recent years! With
Ruth Gordon and Bud Cort
and the music of Cat
Stevens. 1972. Color
imiwtTT?
515 SOUTH HIGGINS
SHOWS AT 7:00 9:15 11:00

|

previews
ART
The Black A rt Factory and Fashion
Show, a free public presentation, will
take place from 6 to 10 p.m. tonight in
the University Theater. Included w ill
be a variety of one hour activities.
There will be an art display at 6 p.m.,
a lecture and workshop at 7 p.m., a
fashion show with live models at 8
p.m. and a rap session at 9 p.m.
A photography exhibit by David
Spears entitled A World of Images,
will be displayed in the UC Gallery
until Feb. 12. Commenting on the ex
hibition, Spear said, “ The intent was
to freeze a unique moment — which
will never happen again — so it will
happen forever.”

Gallery hours are from 10 a:m. to 4
p.m. and 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. weekdays
and from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
Saturdays. Admission is free.
The Indian Basketry of The West
exhibit is still in the Turner Hall
Gallery and it w ill be there until this
afternoon. If you have not yet seen
the fine exhibit of Native American
basketry don’t miss it. Admission is
free.

DANCE
The Bill Evans Dance Company
will perform tonight in the University
Theater at 8 p.m. Admission is $2.50
for students.

DRAMA
House o f Blue Leaves w ill open
next Wednesday, Feb. 9, at 8 p.m. in
the Masquer Theater. Tickets w ill be
$1.50 fo r UM students and $2.50 for
the general public. Those who are
interested are urged to reserve seats
early as the MasquerTheater seating
is limited.

FILM
Missouri Breaks, widely acclaimed
as one of the ten top turkeys of the
Bicentennial year, starring Marion
Brando and Jack Nicholson and
filmed entirely in Montana, w ill be
showing at 9 p.m. in the UC Ballroom

Sunday, Feb. 6, and Monday, Feb. 7.
Nana, Mom and Me and Chris
topher Strong are the two featured
films for Tuesday night's showing in
the Winter Film Series. Christopher
Strong stars Katherine Hepburn in
one of her earliest roles as a female
aviatrix who is torn between her
profession and her lover.
The Cousteau Story w ill be shown
Wednesday night, Feb. 9, at 8 p.m.
Hosted by Bill MacDonald, the film
takes the audience on a Calypso ex
pedition. Sponsored by Program
Council, the film and lecture are free.

MUSIC
There will be a Student Chamber
Music recital at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the
Music Recital Hall. Admission is free.

OTHER
Me Kong Delta, a new frasority on
campus, will be having an open
house with free food and drink Feb.
29 at 8 p.m. Any students interested
in attending MKD's Greek gettogether is welcome. Call 555-1212
after 5 and ask for Leo.

C an’t get
it up

B lack a rt sh o w to n ig h t
Tim McClendon, artist, sculptor and designer, w ill be giving an art show
for the benefit o f everyone at UM. Tonight, from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., he will
present an art display, a lecture and workshop and a fashion show featuring
live models.
McClendon refers to his presentations as being concerned with "the
development of motivation through black culture."
McClendon, 25, has been working with art media since the age of six. He
specializes in wire sculpture but the versatility of his artistic ability ranges
from the design and construction of furniture, jewelry, paintings and portraits
to his designs of fashions.
For the last six years he has been giving art shows at college and university
campuses across the U.S. These shows consist of a display of his work, a slide
show of his art work and a lecture explaining the significance of each piece on
display.
These lectures relay McClendon’s art work as that of a black man, as black
art and the role black art plays in society.
His current endeavor is ceramic sculpture dealing with fundamental
elements of the human body. Finished results are salt-fired in two to three
dimensional forms.
A Midwestern artist, McClendon is from Kansas City, Mo., where he owns
and runs a local unique art and g ift shop and has held several successful local
showings of his work.
Situated in the University Theater, the fair w ill begin at 6 p.m. with an art dis
play. At 7 p.m. there w ill be a lecture and workshop. At 8 p.m. a fashion show is
scheduled with live models and at 9 p.m. there w ill be a discussion for those
interested to talk over what has been seen.

Build up your pressure
with Good Beer!

$1.00 Pitchers
4-6 pm and 11-midnight daily

Eight Ball B illiards
3101 Russell

TIM M cC LE N D O N , p erson ally
modeling some examples of his
work.
Lee MARVIN • OtherREED • IMcrtCULP
Elizabeth ASHLEY • StrotherMARTIN • Sjlria MILES

“THE GREAT SCOUT
AND CATH0USE THURSDAY”

Guarantee?

NOT SINCE
‘CAT BALLOU’
SUCH A
HILARIOUSLY
BAWDY
MOVIE.
AND
FUNNY,
TOOl

You sim ply w o n ’t believe
o u r personal guarantee
o f satisfaction on all
used album s & tapes.
Can anyone else make
these claims:

1. Largest Selection
in W estern M ontana
2. Fully guaranteed o r
you make an exchange
3. Hundreds to choose from
4. No hassles when
returning any item
5. Low prices — possibly
lowest in this area
6. Guaranteed not a
rip-off

20% off
Just to prove we can make
you happy, we will give
20% off (with valid U of M
I.D.) toward any purchase
of Used Music. Offer
good through Feb. 11th.

20% off

Lit ROGER
MARVIN„>MOORE.
411 W e s t F ro n t
549*7095
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"We Guarantee What We Sell"
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CUNT EASTWOOD
IS DIRTY HARRY

THE ENFORCER

Rainer Werner Fassbinder is (along with Werner Herzog), one of the
major talents of the new German cinema, a group of a half-dozen or so
individual filmmakers who are creating some of the most exciting
contemporary movies to be found anywhere. Fassbinder, age 30, is the
youngest and most prolific member of this group; since 1969 he has
made twenty-eight feature films, four or five of which are now being
exhibited in the U.S. The Merchant of Four Seasons is his most
acclaimed film, both here and in Germany, where it was a great popular
and critical success. “Members of Fassbinder's repertory group,"
(praised as the most impressive since that of Ingmar Bergman), "are
extraordinary in this tale of a stock, morose fruit vendor who has been
cast off by his bourgeois family; his skinny, watchful wife; and the man
who comes to assist him and in the process removes his reason for
living." Plus, Jeffrey Hale's The Last Cartoon Man! Color.
[ Z k l i a t c J L . '"la iE L /
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SATURDAY through TUESDAY

SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15

F in ancial aid a p p lic a tio n fo r 1977 d u e
Financial aid for the 1977-78
school year is available for every
eligible student who applies before
the deadline, Dale Thornton, as
sistant director of financial aids, said
yesterday.
The application deadline for most
types of financial aid, including
scholarships,
work-study,
most
grants and the National Student
Defense Loan, is April 1.
The basic educational opportunity
grant (BEOG) can be applied for at
any time, Thornton said. The other
loan available, the federally insured
student loan, is obtained through the
student's local bank. Thornton said
students should apply for it about
two months before they need it.

Thornton said that a student must
apply for the BEOG and have the
results forwarded to the financial aid
office before he will be evaluated for
other types of assistance. All ap
plication forms are available from the
office, Lodge 101.
The application procedure is the
same as last year's except for one
variation, Thornton said. There is no
longer a separate financial statement
for independent students, he said. A
joint statement is used by both the
student and his parents.
He explained that for financial aid
purposes, an independent students
does not receive more than $600 a
year from his parents, has not lived at
home for more than two weeks and is

We Don’t Loaf
1. Our Turkey comes off the bird.

not claimed as an income tax ex
emption by his parents.
The three re q uirem en ts fo r
independence must have been met
one year prior to application, he said.
Thornton said that all students
should apply for financial aid, even if
they think there is only "a remote
chance" of receiving it.
He said that the most im portant
thing is turning in applications to
Financial Aids before the deadline.
Little Money Now
He said that right now students are
applying for aid for the present year,
and there is little money'available.
The same students would have had a
much better chance of getting aid if
they had applied last year, he said.
The financial aid most easily ob
tained, according to Thornton, is the
federally insured loan.
He said the bank loan was based
more on a "perceived need,” or the
student's opinion that he needs
money. He added that grants,
scholarships and work-study are
based on "documented need" of a
student whose resources, and those
of his parents, are not sufficient to
cover expenses.

news briefs
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

U.N. ambassador tours Africa
U.N. Ambassador Andrew Young began his campaign to forge new
American links with black Africa yesterday on an island famous in history as a
center of the slave trade. Zanzibar, Tanzania. The 44-year-old Young,
American’s first black ambassador, flew into the Tanzanian capital of Dares
Salaam. A charter plane brought him to Zanzibar. He w ill spend the first three
days of his 10-day African trip attending celebrations marking the merger of
Zanzibar's, political party with that of mainland Tanzania and meeting with
several African leaders. "It's just a coincidence, but it’s really great that this
trip follows after the success of'Roots,' ” he said. The television dramatization
of "Roots,” Alex Haley’s novel about the search for his African forebearers,
had been a tremendous help in opening Americans' eyes to Africa, Young
said.

Vance will discuss Russian arms limitations
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance said Thursday he plans to take up with the
Russians a cutback in "conventional arms" as well as lowering the lim it that
the two superpowers have agreed to place on their nuclear weapons arsenals.
In his first interview since assuming office, Vance said he would aim for “a
general reduction in the traffic in arms" when he goes to the Kremlin in late
March. One possible approach, he said, is to target areas such as southern
Africa and the Middle East for pilot reduction projects. In fact, Vance said, the
Carter administration might consider taking "action ourselves to
demonstrate leadership" in arms controls by reducing some sales
unilaterally.

2. Our meat comes off the Roast.
3. Quality & service at realistic prices.
4. Open 22 hrs. a day.

town & gown
one community

Closed only 7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.

Correction

Bill Boggs

Open All Night
Palace Cafe
& Dining Room

for
City Council
Dem ocrat-W ard 3
Primary— Feb. 8, 1977

Palace Hotel
Downtown Missoula

The
Cousteau
Story

The Montana Kaimin yester
day incorrectly identified the
wards of some of the can
didates in the Election Roun
dup. The correct candidate
roster is: Ward 1, Republican,
Wanda Alsaker; Ward 1,
Democrat, Cass Chinske, Lee
Gordon, J. Kevin Hunt, French
Kellogg; Ward 3, Republican,
John F. Patterson, Jr., Ward 3,
Democrats, William Boggs,
Paul Michael Lynn, Cynthia
White; Ward 4 Republicans,
Eugene Clawson, Richard K.
Smith. Sorry.

CANT
STUDY
9
■

THE COUSTEAU STORY: a 90-minute, two-part lecture film highlighting
the activities of the Calypso diving team. First, vintage film documents early
Aqualung dives into wrecks and caves, including the archaeological
evacuation of 10,000 amphorae from an ancient Roman wreck.
Excerpts from the award-winning film, The Silent World, are included, as
well as footage documenting the development of Cousteau's first mannedsubmersible, which extended man's diving limits to the continental shelf.
Part One culminates with an overview of the Conshelf II and III saturation
diving projects, placing oceanauts on the sea floor in habitats to study and
research undersea phenomena.
The Second Part of The Cousteau Story deals with the Cousteau
Society’s dedication to improving the quality of life on Planet Earth, with
Jacques and Philippe Cousteau voicing opinions on environmental issues.
Host Bill Macdonald, utilizing behind the scenes footage, takes the
audience on a Calypso expedition for an insight into the discipline and joy
which is the basis of Cousteau Society work.
Next, the program reaches into the cosmos to present and discuss the
concept of monitoring the vitality of Planet Earth utilizing remote sensing
satellite data. The Cousteau Story winds up with a fast-moving visual
interpretation of John Denver's song "Calypso”. The program is followed
by a question and answer session.

STUDENT WALK-IN
Confidential Listening—
9-5 Week-Days
Health Service
8-12 All Nights

W E D N ESD A Y FEBRUARY 9 ,1 9 7 7
8:00 P.M.
U C BALLROOM
NO ADMISSION WILL BE CHARGED, THE PUBLIC
IS CORDIALLY INVITED.
SPONSORED BY THE ASUM PROGRAM COUNCIL
LECTURE SERIES

3000 Brooks
543-6112

sports.

------- short takes
Wrestling
The University of Montana wrestling team will be on the road this weekend,
traveling first to Coeur D'Alene, Idaho, for a match with Western Washington
tonight. Tomorrow they will travel to Cheney, Wash., to take on Oregon Tech,

Swim meet
The University o f Montana swim team w ill host Calgary and Puget Sound
this afternoon at 1 p.m. at the Grizzly Pool.

Track Meet
The University of Montana will host an informal time-performance track
meet tomorrow starting at 9:30 a.m. in the Harry Adams Field House.
Sentinel, Hellgate and Loyola High Schools w ill participate along with
members of the UM track and field team.

Women's gymnastics

G rizzlies on the road

Johnson sits out two more
The University of Montana basket
ball team left yesterday afternoon for
two conference road games, but they
left 6’ 10” center Lee Johnson
behind.
Johnson is still awaiting the
National Collegiate Athletic As
sociation ruling on his eligibility,

The University of Montana women's gymnastics team w ill travel to Seattle
to compete with teams from Eastern Washington State College, the
University of W ashington and Seattle University.

Women’s basketball
The University of Montana women's basketball team will host Eastern
Washington State College tom orrow at 7:30 p.m. Last weekend the team
broke a seven-game losing streak, defeaing the University o f Idaho 56-51 and
Carroll College 66-40.

Skiing competition
The University of Montana alpine skiers will meet Montana State University
Sunday at Bridger Bowl in Bozeman.
Last weekend the UM women's ski club met MSU in a dual meet at Lubrecht
Forest. Maggie Robertson of MSU took first with a 22:48 clocking followed by
Kathy Anderson of UM with 23:28. Ann Turner took fifth fo r UM with 27:39 and
Nancy Akre took sixth with 35:10.

S ki re p o rt
The following is a report of ski con
ditions at Montana ski areas com
piled yesterday afternoon:
Snow Bowl is rated as fair to good,
with 30 inches of snow at the top. The
lower Grizzly run and the bowls are
closed.
Marshall Ski Area is rated as good
for early February spring skiing. The
t-bar and trails are said to be in good
shape.
Lost Trail, south of Hamilton, is
rated from good to very good with 30
inches of snow at the top and 20 in
ches at the bottom.
Discovery Basin, Anaconda, is
rated from fair to good, with some
bare spots that are well marked.
Bridger Bowl, Bozeman, is rated
fair to excellent, with the help o f the
area’s powder maker.
Big Sky, near Bozeman, is rated as
fair to good with 22 inchesatthe bot
tom and 36inchesontop. All lifts and
slopes are open.

Showdown Montana, east of Great
Fails, is rated as excellent with 46 in
ches of snow on top and 36 inches at
the bottom.
Big Mountain, Whitefish, has 28 in
ches of snow on the bottom and 44
inches at the top. Chair 1 is rated
good at the top and fair at the bottom.
Chair 2 is rated fair to good and is
hard-packed and Chair 3 is rated as
good. It is also hard-packed.

By JON JACOBSON
Montana Kalmln Sport. Editor

which came under question by the
Big Sky Conference E ligibility Com
mittee last week.
UM Athletic Director Harley Lewis
could not be reached for comment
yesterday on the status of the ruling.
Earlier this week Lewis said that he
had learned from the NCAA that
correspondence containing the rul
ing had been mailed Tuesday.
However, it seems the corres
pondence has not arrived yet.
The ru lin g w ill in volve an
interpretation of the NCAA bylaws
involving the General Educational
Development (GED) test.
, Johnson did not graduate with his
high school class in 1975, but instead
took the GED on June 2, 1975.
The 1976-77 NCAA bylaws require

for CITY COUNCIL
WARD NO. 1
(East of Higgins between River and
Railroad, up the Rattlesnake, Cam
pus)

VOTE NEXT TUES., JAN. 8
Pd. Political Ad by Lee Gordon

defeated the Bulldogs last weekend
in a hard-fought battle.
Both Johnson and guard Ben
DeMers were missing from the lineup
during last Friday's Gonzaga game
and their presence was missed in
both scoring and rebounds.
Tomorrow night the Grizzlies w ill
go against the University of Idaho
Vandals in Moscow. Last Saturday
night the Tips downed the Vandals
55-50 in a home game. O nly Johnson
was missing from the squad that
riight.
The games can be heard on KYLT
radio at9p.m .to n igh tan d 9:0 5p .m .
tomorrow.

1977 SPECIALS
Country Quencher

WINE

Boone’s Farm—Fifth

Lucky Lager
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| DO

1 3 5

(N.R.’s)—Six Pack

COORS

1 6 0

(N.R.’s)—Six Pack

Happy Hour
V2 price
Cocktails & Bottle Beer
4:30-6:00 and 9-10 p.m.

^Fairway Liq u o r

Don't Tread On Me!

LEE
GORDON

that a player take the GED test one
year after his class graduates.
However, the 1975-76 bylaws had no
such requirement.
If Johnson should be ruled
ineligible the Grizzlies will have to
forfeit three conference wins in
which he played. The Grizzlies are
currently tied for second place with
Weber State University. UM has a 5-1
conference and a 13-4 overall record.
Weber State also has a 5-1
conference record, but has a 13-5
overall record.
The Grizzlie? will be in Spokane
tonight to play the .Gonzaga
University Bulldogs. The Grizzlies
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-
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BLACKFOOT TAVERN
COLD BEER
C H O IC E M U SIC
D ELIC IO U S FO OD
FREE POOL
(10 Min. From Msla.)
2 Miles Past Bonner on Hwy. 200

1. LOST AND FOUND
LOST 1 pr. black leather mittens in UT Mon., Jan.
31. Call 721-1405
056-4
IF YOU'VE lost any items in LA building, check lost
and found in LA101.
056-4
FOUND: 2 keys on Expo '67 ring. Claim at LA101.
056-4
PLEASE HELP ME OUT! My GREEN. WOOLRICH,
DOWN VEST was taken from Mavis Lorenz's
office (WC-114) Tuesday. Feb. 1. The problem is
that I'VE GOT TO HAVE THE KEYRING in the
pocket. If you know where the vest or keys are
please leave them with Mavis or call Al, 243-2336.
056-5
FOUND IN SCIENCE COMPLEX: a CALCULATOR
and MAN’S WATCH with silver/tourquoise band.
Identify at SC126 (Physics Dept.).
056-4
LOST: ZOOLOGY 110 TEXT AND NOTEBOOK
taken from U.C. Bookstore Wed., Feb. 2. Contact:
N. Sweeny. 243-2239.
056-4

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Ski Race — Dual Slalom
competition. Saturday. February 5th, 1:30 p.m. at
Marshall Ski Area. Entry donation required. Get
your friends to support you. For more info, call
243-4411.
055-2
TENTH STREET SCHOONER CLUB
SCHOONER 25C
12:00 to 2:00 p.m. and 8:00 to 10:00 p.m.
MEMBERSHIP $3.00 Per Year
2061 South 10th West.
054-11

8. TYPING

LIKE AVOCADOS? Try our $1.25 sandwich —
CHIMNEY CORNER COFFEEHOUSE.
054-3

SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE — Electric, accurate.
542-2435.
053-22

LOCO*MOTIVE COFFEE HOUSE
ENTERTAINMENT NITELY
3rd at Higgins - 8 p.m.-2 a.m.
This Saturday Bill Wylie

FAST. ACCURATE. Call anytime. 721-1793. 051-9
FAST, ACCURATE. 549-3806 after 5 p.m.

MARY. WHERE ARE YOU? I have looked all over. —
Ken, 721-1015.
052-5

LOST: BLUE, down filled glove on Mt. Sentinel on
Sunday. 728-4549.
054-4
LOST: GREEN down vest. If found call 243-4280.
054-4

LAMBDA IS NOT DEAD! We offer weekly raps,
information, and referral services. Write:
LAMBDA, c/o Sociology Department, UM.
046-9

LOST: MAN'S silver ring w/black stone. Between
Lodge and Knowles Hall. 243-5030.
053-4

4. HELP WANTED

FLOWERS SPEAK louder then words. See Spurs
starting Tues.
056-1
PICTURES FROM FORESTER'S BALL CAN BE
PICKED UP AT AL HAM'S PHOTOGRAPHY.
056-2
EXPEDITION 77 presents Open Poetry Reading,
Sat.. 2-5. 7 p.m.. Son of Chimney Comer
Coffeehouse with Marguerite Schmitz, Patrick
Todd. Laurane Bond. Disarm or dig graves for
Love.
056-1
WELCOME TO LA. Dee. Sorry this is late. G.
056-1
WOULD the S.O.B. who ripped off my money and
coat Tues. night in the Rec. Annex dressing room
kindly shove a pitch fork up his ass sideways.
Then return the goods. Call 721-1482.
056-1

045-30

053-4

GAY RAP: Monday, 7 p.m. Sponsored by Lambda,
for information call 243-4625.
048-9

SERENADE YOUR sweetheart with a song
Valentine's Day. See Spurs on Tues.
056-1

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS: Call Marie
Kuffel, 728-3845 or 549-7721.
043-32
WOMEN'S PLACE Health Education & Counseling
abortion, birth control, pregnancy. V.D., rape
relief. Mon.-Fri. 2-8 p.m. 543-7606.
026-49

SOUPS. SANDWICHES, salad bar, homemade
pastries, fine coffees, teas. CHIMNEY CORNER
COFFEEHOUSE. 1025 Arthur.
054-5

LOST: SILVER band. 2 Bears engraved with
turquoise. Reward offered. 243-5075.
054-4

2. PERSONALS

-classified ads
MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS! American.
Foreign. No experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer job or career. Send S3
for information. SEAFAX, Dept. G-12, Box 2049.
Port Angeles. Washington 98362.
053-5

MASSAGE For males under 21 free. Call Skip 7287257.
056-5
WANTED: MALES for practice massage. Call Gary,
728-7257.
056-5
JOB OPENING — Student Action Center needs
student interested in Flathead Coalition. Position
includes preparing bi-monthly newsletter, student
representation, and organization secretarial
duties. Journalistic experience, environmental
concerns, and ability to work with others will be
considered heavily. Apply Jan. 27 to Feb. 4.
Interviews Feb. 4 to Feb. 10.
053-4
VALUABLE EXPERIENCE AVAILABLE: the Kaimin
is looking for qualified people to be Business
Manager and Editor. Apply at ASUM offices.
Deadline: 5:00, Friday. Feb. 4.
046-14

9. TRANSPORTATION
NEED RIDE to Spokane Feb. 10or11 andalsoon the
18th. Call Peggy at 243-4906. Share expenses.
056-4
NEED RIDE to Billings on Thurs. afternoon, Feb.
10th and return Sun., Feb. 13. Will help with gas.
Nancy, 243-2229, or Jill, 243-2259.
056-4
WANT TO GO TO SAN FRANCISCO? H. O. Bell
Ford needs cars delivered there. Applywithin next
several days.
056-1
NEED RIDEtoWhitefishFeb. 10after 2:00. Call Mary
243-4789.
056-1
RIDE NEEDED to Great Falls or riders to fill a car.
Leave Friday near five. Call 543-3620.
056-1

LOCAL RESTAURANT for sale, excellent terms, low
down. 721-2773.
054-3

NEED RIDE to Moscow, Idaho the 4th and back the
6th. Call Kelle at 728-3563.
054-3

7. SERVICES

SPLISH-SPLASH come to the Anchor Splash 4:30
Sat., Grizzly Pool
056-1

FM RECEPTION. Send $2 for easy instructions to
receive several stations to 250 miles to: RECEIVE,
BOX 7443. MISSOULA. MT 59801.
054-8

NEED RIDE to/from SPOKANE. Leave Friday,
return Sunday. Will share expenses. Call 5491501.
054-3

AVON — FOR great specials, all guaranteed, please
contact Judie. 243-5150 (dorms) or Evie, 549-6739
(M. student housing.)
053-8

NEED RIDE to BOZEMAN OR LIVINGSTON. Leave
Friday. Feb. 4, after 12 noon. Return Feb. 6. Call
Sue, 543-7514 after 7 p.m.
054-

SUNDAY DINNER. Paresian Crepes. CHIMNEY
CORNER COFFEEHOUSE, 1025 Arthur. 056-1
HAVING TROUBLE BINDING A JOB? The C.S.D.
can help. 243-4711.
055-2

MARVEL’S

Book Shop

Committee...
• Cont. from p. 1.
members, some of whom are
lawyers, that while he had "some
reservations about the legal profes
sion" he could still say that "some of
my best friends are lawyers." That
remark prompted laughter from the
committee.

Room 505
Western Mt National Bank
Astrology
Health
Religion
Psychology
10 AM-5PM Mon-Sat

(Spring Break)

$105.00*
($100.00 for UM Skiing Members)
$50 Deposit Due on March 1
Sign Up—ASUM—UC 105
‘ Price of trip Includes transportation and 5 nights lodging. Meals and lift
tickets not included.

C A S H FO R CARS!
Jim’s Used Cars
2824 Brooks
543-8269
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W lje B>tvibe Poobsitorc
SALE
How the U.S.
Cavalry Saved
Our National
Parks

Committee member Rep. Jack
Ramirez, R-Billings, responded by
jo kingly asking Huennekens if he
would "invite an attorney to dinner or
let one marry your daughter."
Huennekens replied that he would,
but only under select circumstances.

by Missoula
author H.D.
HAMPTON
Reg. $8.95

The bill was opposed by attorney
Greg Morgan, a representative of th e 1
executive committee o f the Montana
Bar Association. Morgan told the
committee "it’s almost axiomatic that
a formal education is one of the im
portant things about training a
professional." Morgan added that
the purpose of the Supreme Court
rule was "to upgrade the profession."
The judiciary committee will vote
on Huennekens’ bill on a later date.

BANFF— LAKE LOUISE
March 20-26

RIDE NEEDED to Spokane Feb. 10or 11 and return
13th. Will share expenses. Call 243-2037. 054-4

WELCOME TO — Delta Gamma Anchor Splash.
4:30 Sat. Grizzly Pool.
056-1

POETS. FICTION WRITERS. MUSICIANS
opportunity at your convenience. CHIMNEY
CORNER COFFEEHOUSE.
054-5

SKI CANADA

RIDE NEEDED to Portland. Oregon. Can leave
Thurs. or Fri. of final week. Return after break. Will
share driving and expenses. Call Heidi at 7284237.
055-4

RIDE NEEDED to Great Falls Friday. Feb. 4 after 3
p.m. Returning Sunday, will share gas. 721-1075.
054-31

6. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

23. ARTS

MALE ROOMMATE to share apt. Free thinking only.
Jim. 728-7297. _______________
056-5
CLOSE TO campus. $70/mo., available soon. Pam.
549-1372 or 243-4186.
051-6

NEED RIDE to/from HELENA. Leave Friday or
Saturday. Return Sunday. Call Kay, 728-9812 No.
25, ask to leave a message.
055-2

URGENTI RIDE needed to Helena on Friday, Feb. 4.
Preferably before 1:30 p.m., returning Sunday,
Feb. 8 anytime. Call Deb L. 243-2660.,
054-3

SAVE MONTANA'S TREES Stop Scholty Nowl
056-1

11. FOR SALE
_________' " * * * ________________
WANTED: COLUE puppy. Will offer decent price.
LUXURY DUPLEX under construction, tax shelter,
Call 728-0824 after 5 p.m.
055-2
unique financing. 728-1248 after 6.
056-4
20. MISCELLANEOUS
COMING SOON, the town’s best pizzas and
LAST CHANCE to take a break before finals — do
sandwiches — MY PLACE.
_____055-4
some spring skiing at Red Lodge, Mtn. March 4-6,
1 VICTOR Fireproof file drawer. 1-Sentry Firesafe. 1transportation, lodging and lift tickets all for $42.
NCR 18-3 calculator. 543-6439. 7-9 a.m. or 5-7
($38 for UM skiing members). Sign up now in
p.m.
054-3
ASUM. UC105.
056-3
SIZE 9>/2 CABER SKI BOOTS. Exc. cond. Must sell.
SPORTS COME first on the BIG SCREEN T.V, —MY
243-2066, Mike.__________
054-3
PLACE.
055-4
WEST ALDER DELI has reopened with more of our
LIKE TO SKI — Want to race—enter the MULTIPLE
fantastic sandwiches, heavenly soups, and exotic
SCLEROSIS Ski Race. Saturday. February 5th at
deli selections. And with MORE SEATING. Open
1:30 p.m. at Marshall Ski Area. An entry donation
10 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Sat. 725 W. Alder. In the
is requested. Call 243-4411 for more into. 056-2
Warehouse.
053-11
21. VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
KAYAK. FIBERGLASS slalom model w/spray skirt
and float bags. Hardly used, $200. 822-4313
STUDENTS WHO have had “ Introduction to
evenings._____________________
053-4
Linguistics" or “Structure of Modern English,” we
need volunteer tutors-instructors to teach Laotian
PUGEOT BICYCLE, excellent condition. 22'/2"
adults English as a second language at theVo-Tec
frame, new tires, must sacrifice—$80.00. Call Dan
Center. Contact Robert Hausmann. LA221 or 243Morgan. 243-6480days. 543-6220 nights. 053-4
4751._____________________________056-4
TURQUOISE & Indian Jewelry: See our selection
and save. Memory Banke, 140 East Broadway,
22. MUSIC
728-5780.
052-5
LIVE MUSIC Thurs.. GEN HUITT FRI. NITE
CHIMNEY CORNER COFFEEHOUSE.
054-3
18. ROOMMATES NEEDED
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(406) 728-0301

3848 Brooks
Missoula, MT 59801

NOW $4.00
Corner Higgins
and Beckwith

Tim McClendon's

BLACKAST FACTORY
a n d f a s h io n s h o w

•
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NO FREE TRIPS!
NO FREE GIFTS!
NO FULL PAGE ADS!

JUST

.„.

SUPER CASH SAVINGS
Of Your Hard Earned Money

*750
*500
*400

A L L R E N A U L T S IN S T O C K

2 Doors
4 Doors
Wagons
ALL D A TSU N D EM O S

2 Doors, 4 Doors,
Wagons, 6210*8, 710*8,610’s,
Pickups, (12 in stock).

On any new 1976 model
Datsuns left in stock.

Other Terrific Savings On All Of Our
Used Cars And Trucks In Stock

3000 Brooks
543-6112

MISSOULA IMPORTS
2715 BROOKS

549-5178

Pinballing in Missoula. . .
About once a week m the afternoon, she
drives up in a long, cool, lime-green
Cadillac. A middle-aged woman in a lightcolored double-knit pantsuit gets out o f the
car and enters the pizza shop.
She leaves a trail of hairspray scent as
she walks to the back of the nearly empty
shop. A jingle of keys and CRACK, CLICK,
a ton of quarters tumble out into a thick
canvas bag.
The woman is gutting the pinball
machines.
She takes the booty into the back dining
room where she sits, straight-backed,
silently counting the loot. Heavily jeweled
middle-aged hands put the coins into tall
stacks. Dispassionate middle-aged eyes
look closely at the corrugated outlines of
the stacks. The hands snatch at the fivedollar mark and expertly put the quarters
into ten-dollar rolls.
A cut for her, a cut fo r the house. She gets
up and marches out o f the pizza shop. She
gets into the long, green worm and slithers
away to gut more machines.
Driving around on a Thursday night, a

Binggggggg. The ball does a little dance off
the Inside bumpers and makes fo r a
southern exit. But, zick! The right flipper
whacks it up to the left. It knocks down
three out o f ten little tabs that each have a
little black horseshoe painted on them. 500
points a horseshoe. Knock 'em all down
and you get a free gamel The ball veers up,
hits a center bumper, BONG, and shoots
cleanly out the left exit.
The game is "Lawman," and it’s a pretty
fair table. A long, tall Lawman stares down

By Barbara Miller
Photos by Bob VonDrachek
man gets a call over his walkie-talkie radio.
He speeds up Broadway and turns into the
pizza shop parking lot. The man pulls his
lanky six-foot frame out of hisToyota pick
up and saunters in.
“ If it's not one thing, it’s another," he
growls to the cashier. "Just got back from
the Crossroads. Some turkey put a penny
in one of the machines.”
John, the 23-year-old manager of the
pizza shop, greets the denim-ciad roving
pinball repariman and leads him to one of
the pinball machines.
They put a quarter in to see how she
plays.
“ See, Rick? It sticks." The manager
presses the flipper button repeatedly.
Z im m m m m m m .
Zup.
Z ii im m mmmmmmm. The flipper is just too slow.
Not a fair game if the flipper don't work.
Rick opens up the machine. He pulls the
table straight up, over, and leans it against
the wall to reveal the brain of the pinball
machine. A huge flat brain with billions of
shining little circuits. It glows.
Rick makes the fix, an easy one, and
replaces the table. John hovers over the
machine like a loving mother during the
operation.
He puts a quarter in and finds that the
operation was a success.
A horrible screeching beep comes out of
Rick's walkie-talkie.
Damnl He thought he'd have tim e to sit
and have a Coke, but some dummy wants
his baby fixed. AGAIN. And if he finds
anymore slugs this night, he'll KILL.
"We usually move the machines around
every six months or so," he says. “ People
won't play if they come jn to a place and find
the same machines every time.
"Or else they get too attached to it. One
guy was so protective about his table, he
wouldn't even let anybody come in and fix
it. The place had to burn down before we
could get that damn machine out!"
Rick shoots a scowl at John who is madly
playing with his repaired toy.
Rick is available day and night to fix pin
ball machines. The company he works for,
Montana Music, Inc., runs its little empire
of pinball machines and jukeboxes with a
tight hand. So, Rick is off again, canvassing
the city in his little white Toyota, a Pinball
Doctor.
Late at night, the pizza shop is closed and
dark. Only one row of dim lights above the
bar area. At the end of the room stand two
pinball machines. Washed at the end of the
night, they gleam and glow in the darkness.
Employes, after a night of mucking their
fingers around in soft and gooey pasta, can
hardly wait to touch hard steel.
Crack! The ball is flying up the chute,
arching around the bend to the left and
BING, bing, BING, BING, bing, down the
center of three possible little chutes.
B in g , b in g a . B O N G . B O N G ,

from the back of the machine. Sexy
cowgirls stare at him with awe in their eyes.
Yep, he’s the Lawman, and you don’t mess
with the Law. A ll in plastic and glass, he
adorns the machine that was named after
him.
The Lawman replaced the “ Champ." The
Champ was a guy depicted as a pinball
KING, with four sleasy, sexy babes hang
ing over him and the pinball machine he
was beating to death with his skill, courage
and endurance.
The Champ is the Cadillac of pinball
machines. While it was in the pizza shop,
people came from all over town to play it.
Businessmen played on their lunch hours.
An army of kids came after school to play it.
And diners got addicted to it, leaving pizzas
to cool at their tables.
Unlike some machines, the Champ was
very hard to beat. And skill, not luck, was
the determining factor in the game. A
clean, elegant machine.
There are as many different pinball
machines as there are people. There are
some that have vast open spaces, where
the ball ju st rolls around endlessly, and you
pray the game ends soon. These machines
are usually stubborn and refuse to be tilted
out when the bored player shoves the
machine. (You GOTTA play me, dummy,
now that you’ve put your quarter in!)
There are also machines that you
BREATHE on and they tilt out. Overly sen
sitive, they take offense at the slightest tug
or shove. These machines usually have a
nice, complicated, intricate maze for the
ball to go through. The player, of course,
never gets to experience it, because he tilts
out when he pulls back the plunger.
There are some machines that have a
properly-working tilt mechanism but are
ju st plain stupid. On these machines, you
gd through a chute once, and it gives you

ten points. The next time you go through
that chute you get 5,000 points, or none at
all. It makes dumb clunking noises that
have no relationship to the game being
played. It stinks.
There are machines for every taste.
"Touchdown” is for football fans. "D ix
ieland" is for Southerners, old and young.
"The North Pole” is for ice freaks. "Sheba"
is for those who like veiled women. And
there is always "Groovy" for those who get
off on racking up “ mod points."
Although “ The Vatican,” and "The Pen
tagon" have yet to be created, some wild lit
tle bald man in a basement laboratory at
Bally or G ottlieb is undoubtedly working
on it.
The Vatican will be a dark and somber

Montana
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machine filled w ith Prayer Bumpers and a
steel ball with a cross on it.
The Pentagon w ill have a very detailed
maze that the ball w ill work through until it
mysteriously disappears after hitting the
Classified Bumper. To win, you'll have to
have lots of money. And so forth.
But, for now, the Lawman w ill have to
suffice.
Crack! A nother ball is up the chute.
Mike, the dispatcher at the pizza shop, is
the first to get to the machine after a long
night. He hopes to knock up some games
before the rest of the crew gets there. His
second ball "slinks" on him. The ball slinks
when a large invisible magnet pulls the ball
out the exit before the dummy can use the
flippers. The machine laughs. Mike

/ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- \

The Champ . . . a clean, elegant machine

^

gnashes his teeth and goes to the cooler (or
a 2/3-less-calories Miller Lite. Mike is on a
diet.
A graduate in forestry from the
University of Montana, Mike spends his
nights answering the phone at the pizza
shop. He spends his days sleeping and try
ing not to eat. He is a recent, and violent,
pinball addict.
‘‘I'm gonna SMASH this mother!"
Crack!
A tall, lanky guy walks out of the kitchen
and puts his quarter down on the Lawman.
George is a cook. Before that he was the
dispatcher, and before that a delivery boy.
Previous to this up-and-coming career in
the pizza business, George got a degree in
English from Seattle University.
George is a daily player of pinball. He
stands straight and tall with his hands on
his hips watching Mike play. Both are
dressed in starched white shirts and jeans;
the soft light plays on their heads making
them look like choirboys.
Another figure, dressed all in white,
silently walks up to the pinball machines.
She is short and round. Her cropped
blonde hair bounces as she jumps up on a
bar stool to watch the action. Jenny, a
waitress, is a graduate in geology from
Rochester University. She spends most of
her free tim e in the Great Outdoors. Pinball
is a spectator sport for her.
“ It makes me nervous to play. And I'm no
good," she says.
“ Pinball and beer. WHAT would mom
say?" George intones. He is the narrator of
the game.
‘There it goes! Around and back, 200,
300, 1,000 points! Big Mike is hot, but not
hot enough to save himself from the Law!"
Mike walks away shaking his head, and
George jumps up and shoves his quarter in
the slot. Clink.
Nothing happens.
Damn thing went right down to the coin
return. He puts it in again.
Cling.
And again.
Clink.
Clink.

Clink.
“ Shit!"
"Try a different quarter," Jenny advises.
One quarter, another, another. Everyone
is searching their pockets for new, better,
workable quarters. None work. George ex
changes some of the quarters for those
hidden in a cup at the bar.
"Stand back! One of these sacred
quarters will work!"
Clink.
Clink.
They start beating, rocking, rolling, ca
joling the machine. Mike shoves the

Short and thin, Tom rocks back and forth
as he walks up to the machine. The crew
moves aside to accommodate Big Tom and
his Big Rustic Smell.
“What's wrong?" he asks with his thin
reedy voice.
"Well, Ammonia Man, the machine won’t
take our quarters," George explains.
Tom runs a hand through his greasy hair
and ponders the situation. He smiles and
reveals big green teeth. He digs out a
quarter, looks at it carefully, and kisses it.
He shakily puts the coin in the slot.
Clicka-clinka-clunk! The machine res

machine to and fro while George shoves
quarters down the slot. This primitive
operation doesn't work.
The kitchen door opens quietly and
drafts of extreme body odor waft over the
frustrated and desperate crew. Tom, the
young dishwasher, has finally completed
the last mop-up and has come out to play.

ponds!
"School doesn't teach you anything,”
Tom mutters to himself.
“ His lips are hot!" George declares.
“ My HANDS are hot," Tom says
authoritatively and rubs his water-pickled
hands together in anticipation.
He steps up to the machine as though he
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is addressing an audience of a thousand.
He bows slightly to the machine, then pulls
back the plunger.
Crack! Another ball up the chute!
Tom hits the__ flippers endlessly,
regardless of whether the ball is near them.
He grips the machine for dear life and
throws his whole body behind his work.
"No, NO. NOOOOOOOOO!” he yells to
the machine.
"Oh, I'm still ALIVE, ALIIIIIVE," he
screams with relief when he saves the ball.
"N ot that way, no, no, no, NO,
NOOOOOO!"
"AaaaaaayEEEEEEEEEEARGAH!!!"
The scream pierces the air, bounces off
the far corners of the dining room, is am
plified, and comes back to hover over the
bright machines. It is the sound of
someone being strangled, the last death
rattle in the throat.
The stunned and startled crew looks
around in shocked silence. Although they
have heard that strange cry many times, it's
always new and frightening. It rffakes the
hair stand up on the back of yo u r neck.
Tom, unperturbed, pulls back the
plunger for another try at it.
The night is calm and balm y as Tom
bounces back and forth, up and down, on
his way home to the Park Hotel. Although
somebody always offers him a ride home
after work, Tom always refuses: Lots of
things to see walking at night.
A new route every/ night. Sometimes a
stroll by the Stockman's to see all the
sorority girls giggling at the bar.
A detour through the Turf is good if you
want to see the die-hard poker guys losing
all their money.
Sometimes a saunter by Al's to see the
hookers. Lots of hookers in Al’s.
Tom likes to look.
Sometimes he can be found on his night
off in the Palace Hotel lobby. He wears a
tattered smoking jacket and sits in a big
armchair. He inexpertly puffs on a cigarette

___________O O

and watches the people go by. his head half
cocked and a smile on his face.
Tom has lived, alone, in the Park Hotel
for over two years. He spent the two years
before that in the Job Corps learning how
to be a dishwasher. Now that his is prac
ticing his profession, he has taken up a few

He looks up for a second, shakily takes a
gulp of his beer, mops his brow and goes
back to work. Alone with the d irty machine,
Tom's in his element. Shrouded In smoke,
every muscle twitching, he's trying to win.
But usually he doesn't.
On a sunny afternoon, the old boys are

The machine gives up and
throws in the towel with that
marvelous little Clunk.
hobbies. And pinball is his favorite.
At night, the lights reflect smudgy
images off the smoke-streaked windows of
Flippers Billiards. The air inside is so thick
with smoke, you can’t see the bar if you’re
standing 10 feet from it. A fuzzy image
emerges from a cloud and walks into
another one. He comes out of the haze with
two pitchers of beer and disappears again.
Binga-Bing! The bonging sounds of pin
ball machines ring out opposing rhythms.
A long, hazy row of pinball and nickel
machines line one wall of the place. The
machines are so d irty you have to keep
your eyes peeled for the tiny sparkle o f the
steel ball, or you'll lose it. The flipper but
tons are sticky w ith beery sweat. It's man
against electronics, steel, and dirt. A real
challenge.
The first trick is to find a machine that
works. The management probably only
vaguely realizes that it has pinball
machines in there, having heard but never
seen them from the vantage point of the
bar. Most of the machines give you at least
two balls before they mysteriously go dark.
After throwing away a couple of dollars,
you finally hit that Golden Machine and
begin the game in earnest.
And. if you squint long and hard at the
end of the dirty line-up, you m ight see the
Sanitation Expert at the end of the row at
his favorite machine, playing for his life.
Nose to the glass, Tom follows the ball
around the mucky maze. Moaning, yelping,
and squeeking the ball through its paces.

leaning against the windows of the Oxford
Bar and Grill, trying to catch a few rays. In
side, there are a few people drinking mud
dy, Oxford coffee. A woman is loudly
declaring that she has just found some
chew in her coffee.
"See there? It's a big old lump of chew
just floating around! I mean it! JEEEEEsus
CHRIST!”
The cook looks at her with tired eyes.
She’s not really there. He turns around and
flips a greasy burger over on the grill.
There is one pinball and one nickel
machine in the Ox. And they're both about
as mean as the late-shift cook. They are
older, wooden machines; they have a
strange sort of honesty about them.
A long-haired kid is pumping nickels into
the nickel machine. He curses softly after
every nickel. The damn machine isn’t giv
ing him no odds.
Tom walks briskly into the Ox and
abruptly stops. He looks around to see
who’s there. When he's comfortable with
the surroundings, he wobbles over to that
Big Mean Machine.
Tom is really in the mood to win. He
shucks his jacket and starts digging in his
pockets for quarters.
He finds one and plugs the machine.
Tom stands back and surveys the
machine for a moment. He tries to figure
out some sort of strategy. He reads and
rereads the instructions on the inside o f the
machine.
He's got to beat this one.

He rubs his hands together and takes a
deep breath. Plunger poised, the machine
waits for the onslaught of Big Tom
Crack!
The ball goes up, around, hits one
bumper and shoots out. The whole thing
took about three seconds.
"Four points!" Tom screams in a highpitched little voice.
"Four points!" Tom mutters to himself.
He awkardly stamps his foot on the ground.
Something is wrong. He's GOT to win
this one. His body tenses up, and he grips
the machine with determination.
Crack! Ball Number Two is moving now.
The ball starts going crazy. Back, forth,
Bing-Binga-Bing!
“ Keep
it
alive,
k e e p it a lllliv e ,
keepitalllliiiiive!!!" Tom chants.
The machine hears him. The ball is alive

and hopping all over the table. Everything
is lit up on the board, the machine is ready
to BLOW.
Tom darts a look up at his score and sees
that he only needs a few more points to win.

“ Keepitalive," he whispers.
"Keepitali..."
CLUNK! FREE GAME! FREE GAME!
Oh, the glorious sound! It's one second
of mechanical applause! The machine
gives up and throws in the towel with that
marvelous little Clunk.
Tom looks up at the ceiling and a big
slow grin spreads over his face.
Someone finally won at the Ox.
It's lunchtim e at the construction com
pany. The company’s salesmen wander
across the street to the pizza shop to have a
sandwich and play some pinball.
Pinball is a relaxing amusement for them.
It's also a way to pick up some cool bucks
though. A game never goes on w ithout a
significant bet on it. And the salesmen are
good, very good. If it takes 100,000 points
to win, these guys will come u pw ith scores
of 270,000 — by the third ball! Beating the
machine is fun, but beating your buddy is
better.
“ You're squirming now, hot stuff," Larry,
the little Lebanese salesman, tells his op
ponent, Joe.
“ Oh, yeah? See you five and the cost of
lunch!" Joe says, with a smile oh his face.
Ten dollars already rides on this game,
with only one ball down. The players are
evenly matched; perfection meets perfec
tion.
Larry has moved the ball through its
paces to rack up 60,000 points. Joe steps
up, for his first turn and blasts out 72,000.
Undaunted, Larry moves his score up to a
neat 130,000. He already has the maximum
number of free games the machine deals
out. Now, it's a battle for the points.
Joe falls behind a bit when he can only
ease his score up to 110,000.
They stop to dicker again.
“ Put five more down, and I'll give you two
to one.” Larry says, grinning.
"You're on!”
They play out the last three balls with
verve and intensity. Larry wins with 340,000
to Joe’s 320,000. Joe didn't like losing at all.
He silently digs a twenty out o f his pocket
and goes to get change.
He comes back to find that John, the
ever-present manager of the pizza shop,
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the Good Food Store
Fresh Stoneground Flour
We grind our own
• org. rye flour .35 lb.
• org. whole wheat flour .25 lb.
• org. cornmeal .32 lb.
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and we will grind upon request

’ buckwheat .81
1barley .33 lb.
> garbonzo .92 lb.

• triticale .28 lb.
• rice .51 lb.
•oats .41 lb.
• millet .48 lb.

118 W. Main

728-5823

Give him

The Kiss
forValentine's Day
“Come In and Ask About
THE KISS”
BankAmarlcard
Mastercharge

At Snowbowl on Feb. 21 - 9 am UM/MSU Students only
Sponsored by Miller Brewing Company, UM Campus Recreation
And MSU Intermurals and Recreation
Registration at the UM Campus Recreation office-WC 109
EARL’S D IS T R IB U T IN G

3305 Latimer
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All is fair in Businessman’s Pinball
has taken his place. John and Larry are
loudly bickering over the details of the next
game.
"You better watch out, John, I’m hot
today."Larry warns.
"So?" John taunts.
"So put your quarter in and lose!" Larry
retorts, laughing.
"Ain’t gonna lose, just ain’t gonna lose,"
John says with a big Cheshire-Cat grin on
his face, and steps up to the machine.
John is pretty confident. It’s HIS
machine! He plays it in the morning, at
noon, and sometimes at night. He knows all
the danger zones. He knows just how far he
can bump the machine without tilting out.
And he plays the best when there is money
riding on the game.
"I'm gonna turn the machine over on the
first ball," he predicts.
"Two bucks says you won’t,’’ Larry
counters.
It takes more than 100,000 points to turn
the machine over; John has ju st stuck his
neck out. But it's all part of the plan.
John's first ball slinks on him. O nly 3,000
points.
Larry and Joe smile at each other; sucker
on the line! John digs out two dollars.
"But I bet you can’t beat that," John says
as he hands over the money.
"Can’t beat a little old 3,000?!?!?? You’re
crazy, John."
“ Nope. Three bucks says you can’t beat
it."
"You know something? You’re ju st plain
dumb, John."

"A in’t dumb," John says with a wicked
smile on his face.
Larry shoots his ball and in an instant has
already racked up 2,000 points.
"You’ll never make it," John says as he
expertly nudges the machine, which
immediately tilts out.
"WHAT?????" Larry wails, turning to
John with shock in his eyes. Larry lets
loose a long stream of profanities that dis
solve into uncontrollable laughter.
He throws his arm around John, and all
three stand there nearly choking with
laughter.
"You’ve got your shit together, John,"
Larry says between laughs, and gives John
his three bucks.
All is fair in Businessman’s Pinball.
A philosophical midnight pinball game is
in progress at the pizza shop. All is dark ex
cept for the machines and their lights
reflecting off the two white-clad players.
"I guess I’m a five-night-a-week man,
now,” George remarks. “And just think! I
used to walk right by them on my way out
every night.”
. "I only walked by 'em if I didn’t have any
money," Tom says with a sheepish grin on
his face.
"Well, all this is going to stop this fall,”
George says.
“That’s right. You’re going to law school,
aren’t you?"
"Yep. Your turn, Big Tom."
Tom steps up to the machine and stops.

"What kind of lawyer are you going to
be?"
"Well,” George pauses as Tom shoots his
ball, "Tom, I don’t know. I guess a Missoula
Lawyer.”
"What’s a Missoula lawyer do?" Tom
asks quickly between flips.
"Hopefully, work a little, sit in the sun a
lot, drink beer, you know."
"You got to g o to Law School to do f/iaf?*
Tom says, totally losing his concentration.
"No, but it might make it a little easier to
do," George answers, and steps up for his
turn at the game.
“ What are you going to do in the future,
Tommy?"
"Well, I’m going on vacation next week.”
“ That’s right. Where are you going to go?
You get two weeks this year, don’t you?”
"I thought I'd go back over to Coeur
D’Alene."
"You got people you want to see there?”
"No, I just liked it, that’s all,” Tom says,
making George painfully remember the
fact that Tom has no relatives, no friends,
nobody he could possibly see, except to
look at.
"Oh, that's right!" George says quickly,
"Coeur D’Alene is a very pretty place this
time of year."
"It was nice last year,” Tom recalls, with a
small smile on his face.
"And it will be nice this year,” George
says, motioning up to their scores.
"Just look at those lousy scores! 4,000 to
5,000. Come on, Big Tom, have a hot ball!”
George says.

Study In
Guadalajara, Mexico

"Hot ball,” Tom repeats, giggling to
himself.
The ball slinks.
“ I want to turn the machine over," Tom
says dejectedly.
“You still got a chance. Big Tom. it's not
impossible."
"No, I won’t win. And / wanted to turn it
over."
"We could," George says, eyes staring
into space.
"What?" Tom says with a confused look
on his face.
"Yeah, we're going to turn it over,"
George says with determination.
“What?"
"You lift that corner and I'll get over here
and..."
A huge smile of understanding spreads
over Tom’s face.
-v
"I would love to turn ijt over, but we better
not; they'd get mad," he says.
“Someday, I’m going to turn over both of
these big, dumb machines,” George says,
envisioning machines lying sprawled out
and helpless on the floor. "It’s the only way
to beat 'em."
"You’re probably right," Tom says, turn
ing to get his jacket.
George offers Tom a ride on his Freedom
Machine.
"No, I’ll walk.”
They go their separate ways in to the
night, the bing-a-bing of pinballing ringing
in their heads.
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VIGILANTE

The
GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL, a fully accredited UNIVER
SITY OF ARIZONA program, will offer
July 1-August 12, anthropology, art,
economics, bilingual education, folk
lore, history, political science, Spanish
language and literature. Tuition and
fees, $220; board and room with
Mexican family, $280. Write to
GUADALAJARA SUMMER SCHOOL.

MINI STORAGE

SAFE DRY -;- CONVENIENT
INSIDE OR OUTSIDE STORAGE
24 HOUR RESIDENT CARETAKER

OFFICE HOURS 8:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.
826 KERN PH 406/549-4111
MISSOULA, MONTANA 59801

KEG HE ACIQUARTERS
Plenty of Kegs in Stock at All Times
We Now Hav e COORS Kegs

WORIDENS
8 a.m.

Corner of Higgins & Sprue:e
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15 Assorted Cubicle Sizes

Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721.
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Higgins an d Broadway

Quality Custom Framing
Quality Do-It-Yourself Framing

H.A.S.H___

(not kits)

°E N /M BIBS
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549-9010
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G iant Screen T V
$1.00 Pitchers During the Games
on Sat. and Sun. Afternoons!
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